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Companies for Future: Wildling Shoes donates 1% of its revenue to
environmental organizations

Engelskirchen, Germany, January 28, 2021 – Who starts donating in January? While
nearly two out of every three businesses make charitable donations, not even half do
so regularly according to a study conducted by Stifterverband1. After a brief peak in
December, donations drop by 50% every year in January and languish at that level
until the following December2. On top of that, fewer than half of the companies have
anchored their commitment strategically into their corporate objectives, and a mere
13% are specifically committed to the environment. “Companies use the Earth’s
resources, so they should also be committed to preserving them,” says Anna Yona,
Managing Director of Wildling Shoes. Which is why Wildling Shoes has now joined the
“1% for the Planet” initiative, pledging to regularly donate one percent of the
company’s annual revenue to non-profit environmental organizations.

The donation is equivalent to more than 5% of the profits and will amount to a mid six-figure

sum. One reason this is possible is because the development of Wildling Shoes was

achieved through crowdfunding and organic growth. As a result of that independence,

Wildling is in a position to donate funds at this level just a few years after the company’s

establishment rather than having to distribute the money to shareholders or investors.

“We want to take responsibility for our planet and are deliberately positioning ourselves as a

purpose-driven company. For us, that means aligning Wildling specifically toward the goal of

making a positive impact in the world. This includes working with others to protect and

conserve nature. 1% for the Planet is a fantastic network that facilitates projects with many

like-minded partners. Our donations reach the people and places where they’re needed, and

we also plan to participate actively in this area going forward,” explains Anna Yona.

Wildling values in practice

Being a member of 1% for the Planet is a logical step for Wildling Shoes. The company has

been committed to environmental protection and sustainability since its founding: Wildling

shoes are manufactured under fair conditions in Portugal, predominantly from eco-friendly



natural materials that are robust and durable. Wildling Shoes is value-led, focusing both on

environmental responsibility as well as fair, long-term collaborations, a willingness to

embrace change, a pioneering spirit, and New Work principles.

The roughly 3,400 members of 1% for the Planet have already raised more than USD 265

million worldwide for non-profit environmental organizations such as WWF, Sea Shepherd,

and the Jane Goodall Institute. In this regard, 1% for the Planet serves as a “relationship

counselor,” matching its members with selected nonprofit environmental organizations and

verifying and certifying actual donations. www.onepercentfortheplanet.org
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1 CC-Survey 2018: Unternehmensengagement und Corporate Citizenship in Deutschland

(Corporate engagement and corporate citizenship in Germany), Stifterverband für die

Deutsche Wissenschaft e.V.

2 Bilanz des Helfens 2020 (Balance sheet of aid 2020), Deutscher Spendenrat e.V.
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About Wildling Shoes

Since 2015, Wildling Shoes has been creating, producing, and distributing minimal shoes for
children and adults, and also views itself as part of a great re:generation. Wilding wants to
play a part in confronting the elementary challenges of our generation – climate change and
global injustice – with a new way of working and doing business. Fair manufacturing
conditions, sustainably produced raw materials, renaturation, climate protection, the circular
economy, and New Work are the cornerstones for working regeneratively at all levels. Some
200 co-workers work in line with remote-first principles throughout Germany in pursuit of this
goal. www.wildling.shoes
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